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Alfred Music, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. For novice and
intermediate musicians, Alfred s Piano Play-Along series makes possible the satisfying experience of
playing popular songs along with professionally recorded backing tracks. Incorporating vocal
melody and signature instrument parts from classic recordings, these custom arrangements also
sound great completely on their own, and will have you rocking out from the comfort of your living
room in no time. The sound-alike backing tracks on the included DVD-ROM come in two formats:
play-along MP3s that can be loaded onto your computer, smartphone, or iPod; or, if you access
them via our exclusive TNT 2 Custom Mix software, you can mix the vocals and instruments in the
track to your liking, slow the audio down without changing the pitch, change keys, and loop parts
for practice! Titles: Do You Want to Know a Secret (The Beatles) * I Saw Her Standing There (The
Beatles) * Let s Spend the Night Together (The Rolling Stones) * Ruby Tuesday (The Rolling Stones) *
(I Can t Get No) Satisfaction (The Rolling Stones) * She Loves You (The Beatles) * She s Not There
(The Zombies) * Tell Her No (The...
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Certainly, this is actually the best job by any article writer. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this
book to discover.
-- Ms. V er lie Goyette-- Ms. V er lie Goyette

Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II
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